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they could not discharge him until his term expired, and
in periods of depression they might not have enough work
to keep him occupied. The workmen themselves preferred
piece-work, " for then they can work or play just as they
please " *, especially if the work was given out to them in
their own homes. Payment by piece-work was the common
practice2, though hiring by the year was not unknown even
at the end of the eighteenth century. Occasionally the
two systems were combined, as in the case of a clothier
near Leeds who employed two journeymen—the unmarried
one was hired by the year; the married one was paid
by the piece and worked under the master's roof, but at
times in his own house s. When the journeyman lived at
home he sometimes took apprentices himself 4, and if he
owned his looms his position was really that of a master
weaver in the West Country.
A striking feature of industrial conditions in Yorkshire
was the good feeling existing between the small clothiers and
their workmen. There was no conflict of capital and labour : domestic
as in the days of the gild system the masters were themselves ^ ™0'd
artisans drawn from the ranks of the labouring class, andr?k*fof|-
the journeymen had reasonable prospects of achieving their
independence. In periods of depression—and the crucial
test of economic relationships is adversity—the working
clothiers rarely dismissed their hands. " Our men and
masters ", declared a Yorkshire clothier, "are in general so
joined together in sentiment and, if I may be admitted to
use the term, love to each other, that they do not wish to
be separated if they can help it. We always consider the
masters and journeymen as one, and our interests as re-
ciprocal "5. Another clothier stated that the manufacturers
held it their duty to keep the men regularly employed :
" There is that good understanding between the employer
and the employed that we should think it a very irksome
task to turn off a workman whom we consider a good and
honest workman " 6. Stability was the key-note of the York-
1 Parliamentary Papers (1806), iii. 15.
* For hiring by the piece, see ibid. 15, 69, 105, 130.
» Ibid. 102.	* Ibid. 63.
1 Ibid. 43, 67.	* Ibid. 70-71, 131.

